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18-0625 v3.1/Biofuel Guidance 
With reference to the emails dated 02-March-2021 and 08-March-2021, Diamond Developers is providing updated 
clarifications on the following points: 
 
Advantageous Biofuel Sourcing  
 
Q. In the "Beneficial Combustion" section it's stated that "There is no combustion." We wanted to be clear that the 
captured biofuel is being combusted on site to fuel the direct fire blast chiller. Can you share schematics of the 
system so we can understand the process in greater detail? 
 
A. Operating principle of cooling.  
The body of chiller consists of the lower shell and upper shell assemblies, high temp generator (HTG), heat 
exchanger, solution pump, refrigerant pump, and purging system.  
The lower shell assembly comprises evaporator (EVAP) and absorber (ABSO); the upper shell assembly comprises 
condenser (COND) and low temp generator (LTG). 
When the chiller is running, the whole system is in the vacuum state. 
In EVAP, the low temp refrigerant from COND absorbs the heat of the chilled water from user, and at the same time 
gets evaporated and turns into refrigerant steam.  
In ABSO, the strong solution absorbs the refrigerant steam from EVAP and turns into the weak solution.  
The weak solution is sent HTG being heated after the heat exchanger. 
In HTG, the weak solution turns into high temp middle solution after being heated by flame and exhaust gas, 
resulting in a great deal of high temp refrigerant steam.  
The middle solution then enters the LTG after heat exchange with weak solution from ABSO, and at that point turns 
into the strong solution after being heated by the high temp refrigerant steam from HTG.  
The strong solution then exchanges heat with the low temp weak solution from ABSO, and finally enters ABSO.  
In the meantime, the refrigerant steam turns into high temp refrigerant liquid after releasing heat in LTG and enters 
COND combined with the newly produced steam. Finally, both the steam and the liquid get cooled and turned to low 
temp refrigerant liquid. The refrigerant liquid then returns EVAP after throttling and so the whole circulation process 
is completed. 
This operating principle is standard for direct-fired absorption chillers. 

.  
 
 



Strong solution = High concentration of LiBr in H2O 
Middle solution = Mixture concentration of LiBr and H2O 
Weak solution = Low concentration of Br in H2O 
 
Q. Similarly, we would like to confirm that this infrastructure cannot be switched over to natural gas in the future. 
Can you confirm that this system is closed-loop and cannot tie into any future natural gas lines that may exist? 
 
A. The absorption chiller can only operate using biogas (60% CH4) which does not allow to connect the system to the 
natural gas as it consists of 95% CH4. Therefore, there will be no connection of natural gas lines to the absorption 
chiller.  
 
Biofuel and Combustion Impacts  
 
Q. For the "Air Quality Impacts" section, it's stated that "impure biogas will generate dangerous flue gases." Does 
this mean then that the biogas you are burning is pure (as you provided those percentage breakdowns)? Is there any 
chance the biogas would ever have impurities in the future? And if so, how would they be filtered or captured such 
that there were no negative air quality impacts? 
 
A. There is a two-stage filtration process. The plant will filter such elements as H2S, NH3 and water vapor which have 
no energy contribution in biogas. Removing these impurities is essential to maintain an appropriate energy density 
which will be done before the inlet of the absorption chiller.   
 
Q. Lastly, a more optional question, refrigerants are out of scope for our ZC program now, but we were wondering 
how you are looking at the impacts of these within your chiller system as refrigerants as you surely know can have 
extremely high environmental impacts. 
 
A. One of the main advantages of absorption chillers is that the refrigerants used in them do not contribute neither 
to global warming nor to ozone depletion. The chiller will operate using a combination of lithium bromide (LiBr) in a 
liquid form and water (can be turned into a water vapor). In this case lithium bromide is the absorbent and water is 
the refrigerant.  
 
 


